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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE, 
EDWARD WATSON KELLEY, OF LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS, 

IMPROVEMENT IN MACH NES FOR FIN SHING HORSESHOE-NAILs. 

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 172,127, dated January 11, 1876; application illed 
October 16, 1875. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, EDWARD WATSON KEL 

LEY, of Lowell, in the county of Middlesex 
and State of Massachusetts, have invented 
certain new and useful Improvements in Ma 
chines for Pointing Horseshoe-Nails; and I 
do hereby declare that the following is a full, 
clear, and exact description thereof, which 
will enable others skilled in the art to which it 
pertains to make and use the same, refer 
ence being had to the accompanying drawings, 
and to the letters of reference marked thereon, 
which form a part of this specification. 
My invention relates to improvements in ma 

chines for pointing horseshoe-nails, consisting 
of a revolving table with receptacles on its up 
per surface for holding the nails in position dur 
ing the operation offeeding the nails to the re 
volving cutter. Said nail - receptacles are 
automatically adjustable by means of springs 
placed in slotted openings in the revolving ta 
ble. Above the table is arranged a stationary 
guide to prevent the nails from turning around 
during their travel toward the revolving-cutter 
or mill. The table revolves around a stationary 
hollow standard, that is surrounded by a sta 
tionary conveyer, through which the nails are 
conveyed downward through the hollow stand 
ard after they are pointed. 

In combination with the rotary table I em 
ploy a vertically-adjustable straightening de 
vice, that exerts a pressure from above on each 
nail, and it is operated by means of a can 
on the driving-shaft, a rocking lever secured 
to a rock-shaft, and a smaller rocking lever 
jointed to the vertically adjustable straighten 
ing-bar. The nail is held in its proper posi 
tion on the table beneath the rotary mill by 
means of a rocking lever having a projecting 
lip on its side, which lever is operated by 
means of a cam on the driving-wheel. I also 
employ an automatic presser located above 
the table, by means of which the nails are 
pressed outward against a stationary guide, 
for the purpose of pushing the nails outward, 
so that the points thereof shall be laid all 
alike before being pointed by the rotary mill. 
The mill or toothed cutter is secured to a 

rotary and reciprocating shaft located in ad 
justable bearings above the table, which said 
bearings are capable of being adjustable to 

and from the center of the table, as well as 
in a vertical direction, by which I am able to 
point the nails to any required bevel. 
The table is rotated around the stationary 

conveyer and its stationary hollow standard 
by means of an adjustable crank-pin on the 
drivilng-shaft, a connecting-link to a rocking 
lever, the upper end of which is provided with 
a perforation, in which is loosely inserted a 
pin that is attached to a ring fitting loosely 
around the lower part of the annular support 
for the rotary table. To the said ring is 
hinged a pawl that engages with an annular 
ratchet made on the aforesaid annular Sup 
port. 

It Will thus be seen that the table is moved 
around its axis a distance equal to the pitch 
between two successive nails, when it remains 
stationary a short time, during which the ro 
tary and reciprocating cutter or mill trims 
the point of the nail, after which the table is 
again rotated by the pawl and ratchet the 
same distance, and so on. 

After the nail has been pointed by the ro 
tary and reciprocating cutter, it is cleared 
from its receptacle on the table and delivered 
into the conveyer, from which it drops into 
the hollow stationary standard, below which 
the nails may be collected in any suitable box 
or receptacle. This is accomplished by means 
of a rocking lever, movable in a forked guide 
above the table. The rear of said rocking 
lever is hinged to the upper end of a link, 
the lower end of which is nowable in guides, 
and provided with two projections that are 
acted upon by a pair of projections on cams 
on the driving-shaft, so as to impart a rock 
ing motion to the delivery-lever without the 
use of springs. The nails are fed by hand in 
to the adjustable receptacles on the rotary 
table. 
On the accompanying drawings, Figure 1. 

represents a plan of my invention. Fig. 2 
represents a side elevation, seen from X on 
Fig. 1. Fig. 3 represents a longitudinal Sec 
tion on the line A B, seen from Y on Fig. 1. 
Fig. 4 represents a cross-section on the line 
C D, seen from X on Fig. 1. Fig. 5 repre 
sents an end view of the adjustable bearing 
for the reciprocating cutter-shaft. Fig. 6 rep 
resents a cross-section on the line E. F., seen   
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from B on Fig. 1. Fig. 7 represents a de 
tailed plan of the holding-down lever. Fig. 8 
represents a detailed plan of a part of thie ro 
tary table; and Fig. 9 represents a cross-sec 
tion on the line G. H., shown in Fig. 8. 

Similar letters refer to similar parts wher. 
ever they occur on the different parts of the 
drawings. 

a is the rotary table, having nail-recepta 
cles b b b arranged on its upper surface, 
which receptacles are formed from the spaces 
between the adjustable pieces ec c, movable 
on the fulcrums ddd, and provided in their 
outer ends with the screws e ee, movable in 
the slot-holes fff, made through the table a, 
(shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9) and with the 
yielding springs g g g laid in the said slot 
holes. By this arrangement the receptacles 
b b b will automatically adjust themselves to 
the shape of the nails placed therein. Above 
the table a is arranged the stationary arched 
guide h, for the purpose of preventing the 
nails from turning sidewise during their travel 
toward the rotary mill or cutter. This guide 
is secured to the stationary conveyer i by 
means of the braces h' h", or to a similar sta 
tionary part of the machine. The table. a is 
made to rotate around the stationary convey 
er i, that is secured to the stationary hollow 
standard k, as shown in Fig. 3. The convey 
er i is provided with a recess, i, and the stand 
ard k is provided, centrally, with a tube, k', 
through which the nails are conveyed from 
the rotary table a after they have been pointed. 
In combination with the rotary table a is en 
ployed the vertically-movable straightening 
barl, that is movable up and down in the sta 
tionary hollow bearing l'. An up-and-down 
motion is given to the straightening-bar l by 
means of the rotary driving-shaft n, its cam 
n", and rocking levers in 0, secured to the rock 
shaft p. The rocking lever o is hinged to the 
lower part of the straightening-barl by means 
of a pin playing through a slotted opening in 
the side of the bollow vertical bearing l'. 
When each successive nail approaches the 
mill or cutter q the table a remains stationary 
longenough for its being pointed by the rotary 
cutter q, that has, in addition to its rotary mo 
tion, a reciprocating motion in the bearings r 
and 8, by which the mill q gradually approaches 
the nail, that is firmly held to the table by 
means of the rocking lever t and its side lip t, 
that are automatically operated by the can 
t", secured to the driving-shaft m. The lip t 
on the lever tallows of holding the nail firm 
ly to the table a without letting the recipro 
cating rotary cutter q come in contact with 
said lever t, u represents the automatically 
adjustable presser, operated by means of a 
suitable spring, u', secured to the standard 
k, by means of which each successive nail is 
pressed outward against the stationary guide 
v, by which I am able to lay all the nails 
alike before being pointed by the rotary cut 
ter. The rotary mill or cutter q is secured to 
the shaft g', that is set in rotary motion by 

belt-power applied to the pulley q'. A recip 
rocating motion in the direction of its axis is 
given to the shaft q by means of the rocking 
lever 1, movable around the fulcrum 2, and 
operated by the grooved cam 3 on the driv 
ing-shaft m. - 
The bearing s for the shaft q' is adjustable 

up and down by means of the set-screw 4, Fig. 
2, and it is also adjustable toward the center 
of the table a by sliding said bearing over 
the stationary guide 5, Fig. 5, that forms a 
part of the frame-work. The bearing ris also 
adjustable up and down in the standard "", in 
which it may be secured in place by means of 
a set-screw or similar well-known device. The 
whole of the standard ' can be adjusted on 
the bed-plate 6 toward the center of the table 
a by means of Set-screws, in a similar manner. 
By this arrangement of the vertically and 
horizontally adjustable bearings rands, I am 
able to locate the rotary mill q so as to point 
the nails to any desired bevel. The table a is 
rotated around the stationary conveyer i and 
its standard k by means of the adjustable 
crank-pin 7 on the cam-disk S, secured to the 
driving-shaft in and the link 9, the lower end 
of which is hinged at 10 to the rocking lever 
11, that is made to rock on the stationary full 
crum 12. The upper end of the rocking lever 
11 is provided with a perforation, 13, in which 
is loosely fitted a pin, 14, that is secured to 
the annular ring 15, surrounding the hub 16, 
forming an extension of the rotary table ( and 
its support al. A pawl, 17, ishinged to the an 
nular ring 15, that engages into an annular 
ratchet, 18, made on the upper side of the hub 
16, as shown in Fig. 3. By this arrangement 
the table a is moved around its axis a distance 
equal to the pitch between two successive 
nails, after which it remains stationary a short 
time during which time the rotary and recip 
rocating mill q cuts the point of the mail, after 
which the table is again rotated by the pawl 
and ratchet the same distance, and so on. The 
inail, after being pointed by the rotary cutter 
(), is delivered to the receptacle it by means of 
the rocking lever 19, movable on the fulcrum 
20, secured to the stationary plate 21, the 
part nearest to the cutter of which is forked, 
as shown at 22 on Figs.1 and 6, in which the 
lever 19 is guided so as to prevent the end of 
said lever from slipping by the head of the 
nail during its delivery to the receptacle i. 
The rear end of the lever 19 is hinged at 23 
to the link 24, the lower end of which is made 
to slide in the guide 25, Fig. 4, and provided 
with two projections, 26 and 27, by means of 
which, and corresponding projections on the 
cam-disks 2829, secured to the driving-shaft 
m, a reciprocating motion is imparted to the 
link 24 without the employment of springs. 
The operation of lny invention is as follows: 

The nails are laid by hand into the receptacles 
b b on the rotary table a, and, after passing 
under the guide h, they are straightened by 
the up-and-down-movable barl, and automati 
cally pressed outward against the guide v by 
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means of the presser at, after which each nail 
is firmly held to the table at by means of the 
holding-lever t and its lip t, when the rotary 
reciprocating cutter q performs the operation 
of pointing the nail to the desired bevel. The 
lever treleases its lold on the nail after it is 
pointed, and the rocking lever 19 forces the 
now ready nail into the receptacle if, from 
which it drops into the hollow cylinder k', at 
the bottom of which it is collected into any 
desirable box or receptacle, as may be found 
convenient. 
Having thus fully described the nature, con 

struction, and operation of my invention, I 
wish to secure by Letters Patent, and claim 

1. The rotary table a, with its receptacles b 
b b, adjustable pieces c. c c, bolts de, slot-holes 
f, and elastic springsg, as and for the purpose 
set forth. 

2. In combination with the rotary table ct, 
its stationary hollow standard kk', and station 
ary conveyer i i", the rocking delivery-lever 19, 
link 24, and cams 28 29, as and for the pur 
pose set forth. - - 

3. In combination with the rotary table a 
and its receptacles b b. b, the vertically - ad 
justable straightening-bar land its connect 

ing mechanism to the driving - shaft m, sub 
stantially as described. 

4. In combination with the rotary table a 
and the rotary reciprocating cutter q, the hold 
ing-down ever t t and its connecting mech 
anism to the driving - shaft m, substantially 
as herein described. 

5. In combination with the rotary table a 
and its receptacles b b b, the automatic presser 
at, spring at', and the stationary guide 0, as 
and for the purpose set forth and described. 

6. In combination with the rotary and re 
ciprocating cutter q, and its shaft q', the Ver 
tically and horizontally adjustable bearings 
and s, substantially as described. 
7. The combination of the rotary table a af, 

ratchet-hub 16, annular ring 15, pawl 17, the 
lever 11, and the connecting-link 9 to the ad 
justable crank-pin 7 on the shaft m, as and for 
the purpose herein described. 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 
my own invention I have affixed my signature 
in presence of two witnesses. 

EDWARD WATSON KELLEY. 
Witnesses: 

ALBAN ANDREN, 
H. CHADBOURN. 

  


